ASE BOARD

FUN & SOCIAL EVENTS

 ASE Board meeting in Lyon (May 11)
 European Senate Golf Championship in Mont-Garni

(Belgium - August 30/31)
Board meeting in Bordeaux (France September 13/14 )
 ASE Board meeting & World congress in Tallinn
(Estonia - November 05)
 Senate Ski week (to be confirmed) in the French Alps
(January 25/February 01)
 European Presidents’ Meeting (EPM) in Chișinău
(Moldova - February 06/08)
 ASE Board meeting & Balkan conference in Belgrade
(Serbia - March 27/28 )
ASE Board meeting & ASE General Assembly in
Dublin (Ireland - May 27/30 )

 ASE

BUDGET
We plan to solicit European senators to
become potential sponsors for the ASE on
specific projects, such as registration fees for
first timers in Dublin, help for senate groups, awards to be
presented during the European conference…

Provisional budget 2019-2020
INCOME
Contributions
Interest

EXPENSES
3,000

Webhosting

0 Bus Cards/Badges
Chain insurance

3,000

100

Banking fees

100

Bd Meetings/Costs

450

Support NOMs

500

Materials/SIGs

200

Awards 2020

900

Sen Meeting @EC

250

Orphan Sen ESM
Total Income

100
100

Total Expenses

300
3,000

One-time Efforts
Advertising

500 7x1st timers Dublin

Sponsoring

1,000

ASE 50th Pins

1,000

ASE Registration
Surplus/Deficit

2,800
76
-376

Reynold R. DUMALTE # 38826
President
reynold@free.fr
(+33) 6 85 22 84 74 (France)
Deputy-president
aud@storviksalong.no
(+47) 901 91 932 (Norway)
Honorary Secretary
pelinkadilar@yahoo.com
(+31) 6 303 54 559 (Turkey)
Jürg PORRO # 67716
Honorary Treasurer
juerg.porro@inacta.ch
(+41) 76 589 58 90 (Switzerland)
Friedhelm WACHS # 62758
Past-president
laiaurdi@yahoo.es
(+49) 171 7776511 (Germany)
Dmitri AFANASIEV # 74767
Ambassador Business
dg.afanasiev@gmail.com
(+7) 925 500 95 85 (Russia)
Zoe APHAMIS # 73062
Ambassador JCI Relationship
zoeaphams@gmail.com
(+357) 99 484 222 (Cyprus)
Peter BROWNING # 49104
peter.browning@virgin.net
(+44) 7813 708 965 (Britain)
Tarlok SINGH SIDHU # 50314
Ambassador Business
tarlok@sidhunorway.com
(+47) 911 26 998 (Norway)
Laia URDI # 73564
Ambassador Mentoring
laiaurdi@yahoo.es
(+34) 628 24 23 14 (Catalonia)

Business & Mentoring

CONTINUITY & FUTURE
We, in the Association of JCI Senators in
Europe, are very fortunate to have a rich
network of about 10,000 senators in 37
countries and we are happy to participate in JCI events
because we are sure to meet friends.
When we are together, our lively discussions often lead
to the conclusion that we could use this important
resource of senators on a much larger scale. Our
predecessors laid the foundation for our association and
we must preserve our values, those of our founders, and
exploit the best of our time to give our ASE the dimension
it deserves.
Our ambition for 2019-2020 corresponds to the fruit of
our recent reflections. Support JCI,
increase the
business aspect, emphasize the mentoring of our
senators and communicate as efficient and effective
as possible will be our major preoccupations.

To improve our visibility and promote the ASE work,
we plan to participate in the European Presidents’
Meeting in Chişinău (Moldova) in February and the
Balkan Conference in Belgrade (Serbia) in March.

BUSINESS & NETWORKING
Most of us have knowledge, skills, networks... that we
could make available to members and senators who
seek them. Everybody knows we have an exceptional
resource at our disposal during our congresses, a wealth
that we could use much more.
In order to develop business opportunities, we will
organize business appointments between “expert
senators” and members/senators during the world
congress in Tallinn and the European conference in
Dublin. Besides, we’ll ask JCI to include a business
seminar (members and senators) in the agenda of Tallinn
and Dublin to increase our visibility.

A dedicated team of senators will lead simple but
realistic and concrete impacting projects in order to satisfy
all generations of senators and make our association
recognized and attractive.

We’ll also work on an easy to use offer to senators to
put their business cards and their searches/offers on
our website.

Our major axes will be: senators for our Association,
Senators in action and senators for Europe, in accordance
with the constitution of our association.

MENTORING

SUPPORT TO JCI
Our association will continue the fruitful collaboration
we have with the JCI board of directors, the JCI Senate
and the JCI headquarters, inform the NOMs about our
work in order to give a better knowledge about the ASE
and to generate synergies between our structures.
To inform our European senators, we’ll collect
significant information from NOMs, original and
innovative projects from LOMs in all countries and
publish them in our newsletters. We’ll do that also from
the European Senate towards the NOMs/LOMs.
We also plan to offer 7 (or more if possible) registration
fees to first timers in Dublin from new/small NOMs
without senate association, an investment for some of us
who will become leaders of the senate in their countries.
We want to strengthen our links with our friends from
the Africa and the Middle East Senate Association
(AMESA), the Association of Senators of the Americas
and the Caribbean (ASAC) and the Asia Pacific Area
Conference (ASPAC) and, if they share the idea, work on
common themes/projects (business for example) within
the JCI Senate Joint Board.

During our Jaycee life, most of us had mentors and
most of us were (and still are) mentors. Many teachings
can be taken from these experiences.
We want to realize crossed portraits mentors/
mentees and tell stories (written and videos). These
interviews could add value to our mentoring, bring us a lot
of good practices, get new ideas, short tips, clever
suggestions and help members, LOMs, senators… to be
better, work better, get a better growth, set new goals and
create impacting projects.
We could also use them to elect online the senator of
the year before the European conference in Dublin.
We might try to also develop the 2-ways mentoring:
from the +70,000 to the -70,000 (today and future) and
from the - 70,000 to the +70,000 (history and roots)
because each of us can learn from the others, regardless
of their age.

COMMUNICATION
Regarding our communication, we use a lot of medias,
with sometimes redundant information, and it seems that
our association has to coordinate all these tools to
strengthen our brand as senators and give a better
knowledge of what the ASE is and does.

That would increase the interest of senators, generate
their motivation and lead them to participate more to our
works and meetings.
Of course, we’ll continue the fabulous adventure of
Little King JCI and add new versions (written, audio and
video) to the already long list of 121 languages
(littlekingjci.com).

FUNCTIONING
A team of “chargés d’affaires”, coordinated
by our ambassador for international affairs
will follow and take care of the countries,
being the essential links between the ASE and the senate
associations/groups.
We’ll continue the existing Special Interest Groups,
and develop new ones, create one European event (a ski
week), take care of the “orphan senators” and launch
the “JCI taste of Europe” (cooking recipes from all
countries translated and put on the website).
Although most of them are well organized, some
countries, or some “orphan senators”, need our
assistance to feel being part of Europe and to benefit
from the talents of the most experienced of us.
We plan to build the “Mediterranean belt” to
collaborate together on common issues and promote the
action of the ASE.

A NEW START
This year will be the time to establish the official and
financial status of our association.
We will also publish a summary of the senatorship
procedures in Europe (from the idea to the ceremony),
spread the best practices of the countries, consolidate
the proximity with the European senators, amplify the
use of our network and collaborate with a team of
dedicated people from all European countries.

FUTURE
The SurveyMonkey, the Riga Mentimeter, the “Lübeck
impulse”, the videos done by Filipe and Robbert, the
conclusions from 2018 and 2019… are good starting
documents to feed our reflection for a strategic plan
“Vision 2030”, to be communicated on the occasion of the
European conference in Dublin next year.
The future gets ready now and our long-range strategic
plan will strengthen the influence of our association.

